Curry Supply’s On-Road Enclosed Fuel/Lube trucks are built from the ground up and configured to any specifications with custom options.

The enclosed product tank area can operate in any weather condition and also protect your equipment from the harmful elements in cold weather environments. Curry Supply can engineer your fuel/lube tank to accommodate a variety of product tank and cabinet configurations.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Tandem axle chassis
- 2,000 gal diesel fuel (off-road system)
- 14’ aluminum enclosed body behind tank
- 200 gallon used oil
- (4) 100 gallon oils
- 85 gal A/F
- 120# grease system
- (1) 50-75 gallon DEF system
- LINE-X® lining
- Hydraulic driven pumps (fresh oils only)
- Hydraulic driven 30 cfm compressor
- 110V electric and coolant interior heaters
- Metered nozzles
- Underbody boxes
- Overhead storage inside body above tanks
- Used filter box

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Fuel/Lube tanks engineered to accommodate a variety of product tank and cabinet configurations.
- Operate in any weather condition
- Protect your equipment from harmful elements in cold weather environments